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Downtown trick or treat safer, secure
Event scheduled for big
amount of participants
By Hannah Benson
Campus Editor
Pumpkins will greet trick or treaters from
the windows of downtown Bowling Green
businesses on Oct. 29 from 4 to 6 p.m.
Downtown Trick or Treat is a safer option
compared to the city’s scheduled trick
or treating on Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m.
because it is in the daylight, said Barbara
Ruland, executive director of Downtown
Bowling Green’s Special Improvement
District.
She said the event typically gets “giant
crowds” and approximated 4,000-5,000
participants in past years.
The event will span over 13 blocks and
include businesses who have street-front
property and has expanded to Market
Square to include businesses such as Biggby

Coffee this year, she said.
Although it is not technically part of the
event, Trinity United Methodist Church
holds a Trunk or Treat event on the same
night that trick or treaters can easily get to
from the downtown event.
“The events are the same deal as far as a
kid with a bag of candy is concerned,” she
said.
The event has been in place since before
Bowling Green’s Special Improvement
District was established in the early 2000s,
Ruland said.
The Special Improvement District, which
aims to preserve downtown, is coordinating the event, she said.
She said the event was established in the
late 80s and helps promote downtown.
“For parents taking their kids to the
event, it’s a great way to see what we have
to offer,” she said. ”It’s been interesting to
watch more and more adults get into it.”
Another aspect which makes the event
safe is the cross guards who volunteer to

direct traffic and tell people where to go, it’s a good opportunity for us to get off
Ruland said.
campus and be in the community,” he said.
Delta Chi helps create a safe environ- “It shows we are invested in the commument by volunteering as
nity.”
crossing guards for the
Businesses like Grounds
event, Ruland said.
For Thought, Cookie Jar,
Ryan Kennebeck, Delta
The Wood County Library
Chi President, said the fraand The Police Department
ternity has helped with the
pass out candy for the event.
event for at least five years.
Ruland said some even
Kennebeck said he has
put their own twist on the
participated in the event
event.
since he joined the frater- - Ryan Kennebeck,
Grounds For Thought
nity three years ago.
passes out boxes along with
Delta Chi President
He said it’s a really good
candy to trick or treaters,
opportunity for the chapshe said.
ter to reach out to the community.
Kaitlin Thompson, Grounds For Thought
“It’s an awesome feeling for us to inter- employee, said she has participated
act with the community,” Kennebeck said. Downtown Trick or Treat for several years
“I’m really excited and looking forward to now at both Grounds For Thought and
it.”
Cookie Jar.
Roughly 30 Delta Chi members volun“We all really enjoy it,” Thompson said.
teer for the event, he said.
“The owner gets her daughter to pass out
“I hope a lot of people come out because books and candy and it’s a really fun time.”

age under the influence of alcohol wtihin
the 400th block of E Wooster St. She was
released to her friend.

within the 400th block of E Wooster St.
She was released to her friend.

“It’s an awesome
feeling for us to
interact with the
community.”

BLOTTER
THURS., OCT 22

7:00 P.M.
Complaintant reported that an unknown
person stole two bags of hockey gear from
their yard within the 200th block of Prospect St. The first bag was placed at $100
value and the second was placed at $800.

FRI., OCT 23

11:23 P.M.
Jenna Rizkalla, 18, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for open container and under-

1:26 A.M.
Gregory Mathis, 20, of Toledo, was arrested for drug abuse marijuana and
possession of drug paraphenila within the
200th block of N Main St.
2:09 A.M.
Kaitlyn Owens, 19, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for underage under the influence

2:28 A.M.
Matthew Brown, 21, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for disorderly conduct and urinating in public within Lot 1.

SAT., OCT 24

12:48 A.M.
Kaitlyn May, 20, of Whitehouse, Ohio, was
arrested for misrepsentation to obtain

alcohol within the 100th block of Main St.
1:20 A.M.
Keenan Kimboro, 19, of Delaware, Ohio,
was cited for underage under the influence within the 100th block of N Enterprise St.
1:53 A.M.
Briana Whalen, 19, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for public urination and underage
under the influence within the 100th block
of Crim St.
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Art and writing become focal points for spring class
Graphic Novel writing
to become available
By Tabitha Holowka
Forum Editor
Blend i n g t he c r a f t s of w r it i n g a nd
a r t t o g e t h e r, t h e G r a p h i c No v e l
Work shop cla s s adde d la st spr i ng w i l l
be av a i la ble onc e a ga i n to st udent s
t h i s spr i ng s eme ster.
The course is dedicated to reading, interpreting and understanding stories told via
the medium of sequential art, in addition
to a project involving drafting one’s own
story into a graphic setting.
Though the class was pioneered as a
special topics course, Theresa Williams,
senior lecturer in the Department of
English, and Lawrence Coates, chair of the
English department, decided to push for
it to be fully sanctioned by the University
after seeing a great interest from students.
The workshop is listed as an English

course, but Coates hopes “that both majors About Something More Pleasant’ have won
in Creative Writing and majors in the the Pulitzer Prize and been short listed for
School of Art would enjoy this class. I the National Book Award. I think that it
would love to see some colserves our BFA major very
laborative work come out
well to have this available as
of the class.”
an elective.”
Sara Kear, an art major
Indeed, graphic novels
and creative writing minor,
have burgeoned in populartook the course.
ity as a medium.
“The class was someSome may think only of
thing I’ve always been
the Sunday funnies when
interested in exploring
they consider comics, or the
more so I took it anyway,”
Marvel and DC universes
.
she said, after acknowledgpopulating cinema as of late.
ing that it did not fulfill - Sara Kear, BGSU
But artists and story tellany particular graduation student
ers have embraced the medirequirement for her. “I
um of comics over time to
learned a great deal about
tell stories that breech the
ways of integrating text and imagery to tell gap between visuals and text.
a story,” Kear said.
“Maus,” is a story about the Holocaust,
In discussing the value of such a class, starring mice. The New York times review
Coates said, “Graphic novels are an of it said, “Art Spiegelman doesn’t draw
increasingly prominent feature of the liter- comics… (“Maus”) is a serious form of
ary landscape. Very well-considered works pictorial literature.” This was the first of
like ‘Persepolis,’ ‘Maus,’ or ‘Can’t We Talk its kind to win the coveted Pulitzer Prize

“The class was

worth all the
time it took to
complete the
various projects ”

Great Selection

n

in 1992.
Coates shared the success of one of the
English department’s alumni.
“We have one prominent graduate from
our BFA program, Mark Sumerak, who
went on to work for Marvel Comics before
striking out on his own,” he said. “The program is very proud of him, and I hope that
providing this opportunity for students
may open up horizons for them.”
Outside of these literary achievements of
the medium, Coates finds practical use for
students of all majors and back grounds.
“Learning how pictures can tell stories
can be important in many fields: advertising, screenwriting and video game
design. A critical and theoretical body
of work has formed around the graphic novel, and graphic storytelling more
broadly,” Coates said.
“The class was worth all the time it
took to complete the various projects,” said
Kear. She hopes to, “spread the word about
this fantastic class,” and that, “we can have
more opportunities like this at BG.”

Close to Campus

R E A L

E S T A T E,

n

Great Prices

I N C.

JOHN NEWLOVE
— 2016-2017 LISTINGS —
NOW AVAILABLE!

FOR RENT

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260
Stop In or Call to Schedule
Showings for 2016-2017

n Great selection of

Houses & Apartments
n Complete Rental Listing
available on-line and
in Rental Office
n Great Location
n Our Students Stay with us
n Pets allowed at some
locations with a fee
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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SPRING 2016

ENROLL

R E G I S T R AT I O N

Start Dates
October 19
October 19
October 20
October 22
November 3
November 4
November 6

Go to:

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
November 6 thru January 17, 2016
Freshmen
Guest Students

OPEN REGISTRATION

my.bgsu.edu
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

You can access everything that you
need via the “Student Center” at the
MyBGSU portal.

Questions?

XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXX XXXXX
CallXXXX
the Registration
HOTLINE: 419-372-4444
XXXXXXX XXXXX XXXX XXX
XX
XXXXX XXX XXXXXXX XXX PAGE XX 8 am - 5 pm | Monday - Friday

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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PEOPLEON
THESTREET
What are you going to be for
Halloween?
“he Old Spice guy.”

CARLOS BROWN
Junior, Bio-Chemistry

The Unknown Agony
Zach Ferguson

Local government considered
My friends often compare me to Leslie Knope,
the protagonist from the (sadly concluded)
show Parks and Recreation. In addition to
being a city council member, I share with
Leslie having waged a long, hard quest to
build a park for constituents.
The parallels between the show and real
life do not end there, however, and I often
like to tell friends – only half-jokingly –
who watch House of Cards that if they
are looking for a realistic portrayal of
American government, they are better off
watching Parks and Recreation. The latter
provides several lessons that have been on
my mind recently.
On Monday, Oct. 19th, I was thinking of
Leslie when other city officials joined me for
the grand opening of Ridge Park, the first
public park in all 175 years of First Ward
history. Our district, the First Ward, lost its only
recreational space after Ridge Elementary
School was closed in 2013, and I fought for
months to see the City purchase the site and
fully develop it into a neighborhood park for
families, students and other residents. At
least 180 people turned out on that beautiful

bg

Daniel
Gordon
Columnist
fall afternoon for what we were later told was
the best-attended ribbon cutting ceremony
in city history. In addition to all the kids
running around the playground smiling and
shouting, I saw expressions of hope on the
faces of their parents. It was the hope that
if we fight hard enough for the changes we
wish to see in our community, they can – and
will – happen.
Parks and Recreation made us laugh
partially because Leslie was so indefatigably
passionate and committed to public service,
despite facing opposition over her often
unobjectionably good ideas. This reflects
what happens in real life. I know what
Leslie experienced. I faced opposition for
seeking to have Ridge Park created. I have
experienced resistance after pushing for
bicycle lanes, despite the fact that citizens
have called for them for decades, and

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall
Phone: (419) 372-2606

after calling for a city jobs and internship
programs for BGSU students. I have also
taken heat for standing up for the rights of
people of color, LGBTQIA+ folks and people
from other marginalized communities.
The truth is, even though most of us
probably think of local government as
small-stakes affairs, we still need people
like Leslie to fight for us, because this
stuff matters. And that means we need to
support good public servants who seek to
represent us in local government.
This Election Day, Nov. 3rd, you have
the opportunity to support those people in
contested races for mayor, city council and
school board, so do not sit this one out. These
candidates have undergone a months-long
job interview to earn your trust and support.
They come from a variety of life experiences,
and they have different perspectives on
challenges we as a community need to
overcome, from housing to transportation
and beyond.
Why take on such a demanding challenge

“Student loans
because that’s the
scariest thing.”

DEMARI BROWN
Freshman, Pre Social Work

“Woody from Toy
Story.”

JEREMIAH MOWERY
Sophomore, Forensic Biology

“A broken
condom.”

SAMUEL MAFFIT
Sophomore, Tourism, Leisure and Event
Planning

Continues on Page 6
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Questions about federal spending, cuts

In my latest column, I made the case
against taxation on a moral ground. I
stated that taxation equates to extortion
through the threat of violent force in order
to collect money to pay for government
services. What I did not do, however, is
provide a possible solution to the problem
I brought up. Namely, if the government
were to do away with taxation, what could
be put in its place to provide that necessary
money? Or does there even need to be any
system in place to provide funds at all?
Well, yes and no. There’s a vast grey area
here, despite what you might hear from
those who support the government and
taxation, and those who protest them.
It’s very easy to make huge claims such
as “taxation is the only way” or “getting
rid of taxation is the only way.” Neither
of those is true. And the solution is not
so easy.
This is why I brought up the necessity for
staying informed a few columns back, as
well as asking questions. Broad claims and
seemingly simple solutions are the best
ways to sway an uninformed mind.
My solution is far from simple, especially
since I don’t have the complete knowledge
on the subject. I deem myself a philosopher.
I am not an economist. I am not a political
scientist. I’m barely a politician. I am not
the expert on this subject.
But I am still a citizen with an opinion,

Continued from Page 5
as running for office? Leslie Knope said of her
time engaged in public service: “We fought,
scratched, and clawed to make people’s lives
a tiny bit better. That’s what public service is
all about: small, incremental change every
day… We do it because we get the chance to
work hard at work worth doing.”
On Nov. 3rd, help the candidates of your
choice earn the opportunity to work hard
at work worth doing, and make people’s
lives a tiny bit better. You can learn more
about your local candidates from the nonpartisan League of Women Voters at www.
wcnet.org/~lwvbg, and how, where, and
when to vote from the Wood County Board of
Elections at www.co.wood.oh.us/boe.
Respond to Daniel at
thenews@bgnews.com

Bryan
Eberly
Columnist
and frankly, at this stage of identifying
options to solve an issue, that’s all I need
to be. Let the experts take what I say and
make it work.
More than that, let the experts watch
whatever debate comes out of this column,
and make work whatever ideas are
spawned. But for now, here is my solution.
If the problem is raising enough funds to
pay for spending, the immediate solution
in my mind is to stop the spending.
Or at least decrease it. Unfortunately,
our government has grow n to an
unmanageable size, and our dependence
on government ser vice has become
equitable to life support. Our foreign
interests demand that we have a mighty
armed forces structure, and our myriad
laws demand that we have a mighty police
force. Bureaucracy upon bureaucracy to
regulate businesses and infrastructure is
akin to a twisted pile of yarn.
There’s just a lot to the government,
and every piece of it costs money. The
president receives a paycheck, and so do
the many janitors who sweep the floors
of government buildings. Buildings need

utilities. Utilities need to be regulated.
I could go on, but this column is not big
enough for me to go into any detail at all
about government spending.
I’m not even going to touch the many
services provided by and demanded from
the government. Nor will I even touch the
amount of waste and fraud therewith.
But I will say this. Cuts need to be made.
There are plenty of areas that could use
even slight snipping, and these can add up
quickly to bring costs down.
And big questions need to be asked and
answered. In regards to services, can a
private source be founded or relied upon
instead? The United States Postal Service
is a great example of a government service
that can be replaced by private services
easily. And with better benefits. FedEx and
UPS provide outstanding service, faster
and often at lower cost than the USPS. Why
not just let them have the show?
What are our foreign interests, and how
much enforcement need to be behind
them? Why does the arm of national
defense stretch outside of national
borders? Why is our military so huge? Yes,
our navy needs to be able to protect trade
routes. Yes, in the event of a huge war or
invasion, our forces should be prepared for
action. But are we truly in a war or at risk
for invasion right now? Why are we still in
Afghanistan and why has the draw down

Get a job.
Or at least a well-respected volunteer
ofice experience where you get to read the
newspaper during your shift, eat Wendy’s,
wear lip-lops and still have a great portfolio
of highly professional work to show for it.

Come copy edit.
thenews@bgnews.com

date been extended?
W hy do we have such a robust and
overused police force? W hy do we have
so many laws that cops have to pick
and choose what they will enforce at
any given moment? W hy do our police
forces search for crime rather than wait
for reports thereof, like EMT’s or Fire
Departments do?
I am running out of room in this column,
so I apologize for leaving with the original
question unanswered. All I seem to have
done was bring up more questions.
But that’s good. Hopefully it will open
more eyes to bigger issues than they have
dealt with before. That’s all I can ask for.
Respond to Bryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

SUBMISSION
POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Letters are to be fewer than 300
words. They should be in response
to current issues on campus or in
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS: Guest
Columns are generally longer pieces
between 400 and 700 words. Two
submissions per month maximum.
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Forum page
permits. Additional Letters or
Guest Columns may be published
online. Name, year and phone
number should be included for
verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS: Send
submissions as an attachment to
thenews@bgnews.com with the
subject line marked “Letter to
the Editor” or “Guest Column.” All
submissions are subject to review
and editing for length and clarity
before printing.
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BG News Editors’ Halloween movie picks
perfectly tense and grotesque. The oldschool animatronics are executed awesomely and believably. In the world of CGI,
they may not seem high-tech, but that is
simply not the case. Not really a Halloween
film, but always good for a thrill.

outside the box for “things that go bump in the
night.” It doesn’t scare me anymore because I’ve
watched it so many times, but trust me, it did a
number on me at first.

Aaron Parker, Sports Editor

“Beetlejuice” - It’s more on the comedy side, and it didn’t come out anywhere near
October, but this is a Halloween movie, right?
Tim Burton is basically to Halloween what Santa
Clause is to Christmas. I remember watching
this movie when I was a kid being slightly scared,
but now I watch it and kind of want to get a beer
with Michael Keaton in full character.

Eric Burgasser, Photo Editor

“Killer Klowns from Outer Space”
- I saw this movie durin g my childhood in

Annie Furia, Editor-in-Chief

Holly Shively, City Editor

“Shaun of the Dead” -

Cincinnati. I was four years old, so it left a pretty
big impact on my perception of clowns and the
cosmos.

“Hocus Pocus” - There’s not much more
to say than the fact that it was my childhood. It
really gets me in the Halloween spirit because
the characters are relatable. It’s not just supernatural but normal humans too. It makes me
almost want to believe in real witches.

It’s a
hilarious zombie movie, with great acting
and some amazing film work. It has all the
zombie staples, while not scary enough to
make you check under the bed for monsters after you watch it.

Jennifer Verzuh, Pulse Editor

“Halloween” - This movie is a classic for a reason, and although many have
imitated it, none have beat it. Through
great filmmaking and storytelling, it legitimately earns your scares and expertly
creates tension and dread without relying
on outright violence or gore. And it introduced us to Jamie Lee Curtis, who as a
result of “Halloween’s” success became a
mainstay in horror films.

Hannah Benson, Campus Editor
“It’s the Great Pumpkin,
Charlie Brown” - It’s not the tradi-

Tabitha Holowka, Forum Editor

“The Thing” - John Carpenter is
a brilliant and fun director. The Thing is

tional scary Halloween movie, but it’s one
of my favorites to watch this time of year.
I love Charlie Brown because I would
always watch it with my family growing
up. Also, I think it shows the fun, childish
side to the holiday.

Michele Mathis, Managing Editor
“Sinister” -

Not a Halloween themed
movie, but definitely my favorite horror movie.
I get so bored with the demon narrative sometimes, but I think this movie really jumped

Erika Heck, In-Focus Editor

“Dead Silence” - I hate movies with
living dolls, but at least the puppets don’t
walk around by themselves like Chuckie
does...

PULSE
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Moody deviation from 5SOS sound

Sam Sharp
Pulse Reporter
Hot off a sold out arena tour this summer,
Australian pop punk band 5 Seconds of Summer
recently released their sophomore album
“Sounds Good Feels Good.” This album establishes a moodier, more emotional sound for the
band that deviates from their usual vivacious
pop repertoire.
“5SOS,” as they are better known as, consists
of Luke Hemmings (lead vocals, guitar), Calum
Hood (vocals, bass), Michael Clifford (lead guitar, vocals) and Ashton Irwin (drums, vocals).
All members of the band spent countless hours
in the studio writing with respectable pop punk
artists such as Benji & Joel Madden from Good
Charlotte, Alex Gaskarth from All Time Low,
John Feldmann from Goldfinger and John Taylor
from Duran Duran.
“We are the Kings and the Queens of the New
Broken Scene,” Hemmings sings on their first

single “She’s Kinda Hot.” The New Broken Scene
is their concept of genuinely accepting oneself
and others- flaws and all. Lyrically this album is
different from their previous material because
it deals with topics like mental illness and personal identity on tracks such as “Invisible” and
“Broken Home.”
Prior to the release of the album, four tracks
were made available for download to those who
had preordered the album. One of the tracks was
their latest single “Hey Everybody!” that Hood
co-wrote with Duran Duran and the Madden
brothers. It’s reminiscent of Duran Duran’s
“Hungry Like The Wolf,” and samples the instrumental style of the song. The main chorus of the
song is oversimplified and sounds like it could
belong as a hook in any generic song in the punk
genre. Paired with the Duran Duran imitation
instrumentals, this single does not establish the
unique sound they were trying to create on this
album.
Clifford vocally outshines the rest of the band
on the fourth track, “Permanent vacation”. His

vocal tone is hauntingly similar to Green Day’s
Billie Joe Armstrong. The blood-pumping guitar
riffs along with the social deviant lyrics make
this song an easy anthem for those who feel like
they’re stuck in a routine.
Tortured love and feelings of broken emotional connections are themes throughout this
album and are especially prevalent on tracks
like “Jet Black Heart” and “Girl Who Cried Wolf”.
These passionate songs are a change of pace
from their previous songs about chasing girls
and wanting to be older, but they still gravitate
towards a teenage audience.
“Outer Space / Carry On,” is the final track on
the album and it’s a compilation of two separate
songs. The first portion of the song spins a tale
of regret about a girl that was left behind amidst
their rise to fame. Calm sounds of waves crashing upon the shore usher in the second portion
of the song, which has a positive message that
life will always get better no matter the current
circumstances.
Overall, while this album has its low points

that don’t do 5SOS’ musical talents justice, it also
includes some vocal moments that show that
they have evolved into a more complex niche
of music.

ages seven to ten were significantly more so - we
just have the luxury of not remembering.
The University’s student performances, depicting the children, were indeed delightful. Seeing
adults pretend to be children is always fun, and
maybe ought to be done more. While to some, it
may come across as juvenile, there is an idea of
being able to take what you know now, as an adult,
and apply it to a past self, as in this case the cast
of this musical. The things that break children’s
hearts can seem so foreign to us now, but are
important to recall.
All this aside, the show is in fact a slice-oflife comedy. The individual cast members each
exhibit unique eccentricities played up in a fantastically fun-filled way, as they go from a “winner
takes it all” mentality to the reality that winning
isn’t everything.
The show is intended to have an element of
improvisation, though it seems to come from the
handful of audience members randomly chosen
to spell alongside the cast. While they make it
through a few rounds of spelling, they don’t last
long. The rest of the musical is scripted.
While I enjoyed the performances of the cast,
there were a few things intrinsic to the musical
itself that I found cringeworthy. Intended to be
comedic, there were maybe two or three words
with their definitions and sentence usage that

relied on outdated stereotypes. I chalk this up
to two things: one, that it seems indicative of
the mid-2000s when the play was originally produced; two, this musical has a general audience
version and an adult version, which I think the
production may have tried to blend subtly. With
the latter, adults love off color jokes, and the adult
version was intended to be ironically anti-politically correct. I would leave it up to individuals to
decide if the University’s production was successful, but I think it was.
The musical was successful with good performances all around. There are some numbers
that are extremely fun with some great dancing
and choreography; seriously, the character Barfeé
(played by Braeden Tuttle) really delivered in his
rendition of “Magic Foot” with high kicks and
swiveling hips.
I was frankly impressed overall with this production. If you want some good old fashioned fun
and sentiment, this weekend you should check
it out.
Their remaining play dates are Oct. 29, 30, 31 at
8 p.m. and Oct. 31 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are available in advance at $15 for adults
and $5 for students and children, and $20 the
day of the performance. To purchase tickets, visit
bgsu.edu/arts or call the box office at 419-3728171.

PHOTO PROVIDED

5 Seconds of Summer’s sophomore album
shows inluence by Duran Duran.

Delightful performances in musical

PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY’STHEATRE AND FILM DEPARTMENT

The cast of “The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee” performs a number from the show.

Tabitha Holowka
Forum Editor
In 2015-2016, more than 11 million students will
participate locally and regionally with the hopes
of making it to National Spelling Bee. “The 25th
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee” is representative of many of those students’ stories.
This coming weekend will be the last performances of the University’s theatre and film

department production of “The 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee, the Musical.”
Those participating in the show’s bee are a
batch of sixth graders. The musical highlights the
students’ passions, as well as featuring their home
lives that prompted their participation in the bee.
Many of the children are under immense pressure from their parents, or conversely are trying
desperately to give their parents a reason to pay
attention to them. When we think of awkward
years, we often think of adolescence, but truly

PULSE
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Report showcases diversity on TV
Erika Heck
In-Focus Editor
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation released their annual “Where
We Are on TV” report on Tuesday. GLAAD
counted a total of 881 series this year.
The report is released every fall and analyzes the overall diversity of fictional primetime television show characters on both
broadcast and cable television networks.
For the first time in their report, GLAAD
counted the number of LGBT characters
that appeared on original series shows that
stream on sites Netflix, Hulu and Amazon.
On the 23 streaming series, 43 regular characters and 16 recurring were LGBT.
Broadcast primetime had no characters
that identified as transgender and cable
only had three, but streamed series had the
highest percentage of their characters identifying as trans*. Of the total transgender
characters, only one of them was a trans
man. This is frankly a terrible and gross lack
of representation for an entire community of
people. Hopefully, shows like “Orange is the
New Black” and “Transparent,” which feature strong, well written and complex transgender characters (and are notably both
on online streaming services rather than
traditional cable or broadcast) will inspire
showrunners to include more trans men and
women in upcoming series.
Bisexual representation is also on the rise,
but many of these characters perpetuate
harmful bisexual stereotypes, according to
the report. Although, I do feel some shows,
notably “The 100,” “Grey’s Anatomy,” and

“Arrow” treat their bi female characters with
respect and care. Bisexual men on television are unfortunately almost nonexistent,
which is a huge shame.
While black characters are at the highest percentage since they started gathering racial data, regular characters living
with disabled characters has dropped.
Between both broadcast and cable however, only one recurring character is
depicted as having HIV.
When you break the broadcast networks
down by gender, almost half (48 percent)
of FOX’s characters are female. NBC has
the most characters are people of color
with 41 percent.
While broadcast and cable have been
doing an excellent job in raising diversity in
people of color, they’re definitely lacking in
adding LGBT representation. Although characters on television they have more intersectionality with having characters who are not
only people of color, but also LGBT.
Streaming services definitely cater to a
brand new audience and it’s ref lected in
this report. They have the highest number of LGBT characters out of all three
television outlets.
The success of these original shows caters
to an newer generation of viewers—a generation of viewers where their favorite shows
can be watched in the palm of their hands,
no matter how busy or not-so busy their
lives are.
The ability to be able to watch your favorite television shows is more crucial now in a
more fast-paced American working society
than ever before, since watching an episode

of your favorite show is most often a way
people relieve stress.
Television is also a reflection on American
society as a whole, which should now be
calling for more POC and LGBT characters.
But slowly and surely diversity in both
these departments is on the climb. Shows
like “Black-ish” and “Empire,” which are led
by an African American cast, are critical and
fan favorites, and Viola Davis, who plays a
queer woman of color on “How To Get Away
With Murder,” made history with her recent
Emmy win.
What does concern me most as an avid
television watcher is the decline in disability representation.
I have to confess, I think the original
spike in disabled characters last year could
be attributed to the success and casting of
“American Horror Story: Freak Show” since
a range of characters on the show were disabled in real life.
Also, I would like to ask the question of
what exactly GLAAD is defining as a disability? Is it one you can see or is it something
requires medical attention and possibly discussion in mainstream society? Are mental illness and spectrums of autism in this
category as well or is it only just counting
physical disabilities?
These are just some question I think
GLAAD should keep in mind next fall when
they release this report.
Representat ion has come a long way
i n t he last 10 a nd 20 yea rs, but I t h i n k,
l i ke ever y t h i ng else, t here is a lways
room for i mprovement.

Free Wifi!
“Best Hookah Bar”
2014-2015

Residential • Commercial • Industrial

Will Start Renting/
Scheduling Showings
FOR 2016-2017
For new Tenants
November 2nd

5% Discount
on All
1/ 2 /3 bedroom
apartments &
townhouses only
Chance for one
person to win
WIN FREE RENT
for the school year
For discounts and
chance to win free rent, all
paperwork must be
in and lease signed by

12/18/15

Café & Hookah Lounge
L A R G E VA R I E T Y O F H O O K A H F L AV O R S

309 S. Main Bowling Green, OH
Sun.-Thur: 9 A.M.- 1 A.M.
Fri & Sat: 9 A.M. -3 A.M.
Behind Falcon Food Mart (same building)

BGSU ID Discounts

Check website/facebook
or stop by office
1045 N Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419.353.5800
meccabg.com
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Church Directory

We invite you to worship with us
and look forward to meeting you soon!

St. John’s Episcopal Church
Weekend Masses
Saturday 5 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.
5 p.m.
9 p.m.

Sunday Worship
10:00 am
amTraditional
Sunday Holy
Communion
10:00
Service
with Holy Communion

Wednesday Evening
Evening
FOCUS meets at Starbucks in the Union at 7:00pm. FOCUS engages in
open minded religious discussion about topics of student interest.

“All are Welcome”

419.352.7555

Located at 425 Thurstin Avenue across from McDonald Hall

www.stjohnsbg.org
(419) 353-0881
E. Wooster
St.from Harshman Quad
corner of Wooster &1505
Mercer,
across
corner of Wooster & Mercer, Across from Harshman Quad

St.
St.
Aloysius
St. Aloysius
Aloysius
Catholic Church
Catholic
Church
Catholic
Church
We’re
We’reon
onthe
thecorner
cornerofofSummit
Summit&&Clough
CloughSt.
St.

(419)
(419)352-4195
352-4195

WWE EE K
E KE N
EMASSES
ND DMMA AS SS ES SE S
WEEKEND
SAT:
5:30pm
SUN:
8,
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8,10,
10,and
and12
12NOON
NOON

SAT: 5:30PM SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Church on campus

Sunday: Basic Church 7:30PM
CAMPUS HOUSE

Sundays @ 10 am | Olscamp 101

Tuesday: Small Groups 8PM
CAMPUS HOUSE

Roll out of bed and come as you are.
We’ll provide the coffee.

Wednesday: Campus Worship 8PM
PROUT CHAPEL

Campus House
located across from
Founders
a community church that meets on campus

brooksidechurch.net

www.actoday.org l bg@actoday.org

St. Thomas More Focused on Sharing/Exploring
God’s Love Within University Community

A

ll are welcome! Whether you’re
looking for a place to pray and
worship, a faith-based living
environment, or a space to relax from the
stress of studies at BGSU, St. Thomas More
University Parish is here for you.

Newman Housing is available to all BGSU
students regardless of religion, race, age,
or sex. All rooms are furnished with beds,
desks, chairs, closets, and shelves. Rent
includes cable and utilities and a laundry
facility is available on site.

St. Tom’s is across the street from McDonald
Hall at 425 Thurstin Avenue. “Our desire is
“We want to build community
to share our love for God and God’s love for and be a welcoming home for
us within the University community while
all people.”
exploring what it means to be Catholic,”
— FR. JASON KAHLE
Fr. Jason Kahle said. “We want to build
For students looking to get involved, St.
community and be a welcoming home for
Thomas More sponsors Veritas, a Catholic
all people.”
Christian social outreach that meets
The parish offers numerous areas to
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in The Student
students including living arrangements,
Union: Room #201 for fellowship, fun,
lounge areas, a library, dining room,
service, prayer, and discussion.
courtyards, and a hall that serves as
a dodgeball or basketball court and a
banquet room complete with kitchen
facilities.

Bible Study is available every Monday at
7:30 p.m. in Fireside Lounge at St. Tom’s
for anyone wanting to go deeper in the

Bible. You don’t have to be a Catholic or
Christian, but simply open to exploring
who Jesus is through discussion and
studying the Scriptures.
St. Tom’s also offers opportunities for
Alternative Spring Break every year.
This year, students will be travelling to
Nashville to serve to the poor and less
fortunate. Students can also visit and
serve the elderly, poor, and needy during
Veritas’ local service events on Saturday
mornings.
Fr. Jason and parishioners and the
students welcome all new and returning
students, parents, alumni, and friends
into their family. Through sacraments,
service, weekly formation events,
Koinonia retreats, faith-based living
communities, social gatherings and other
outreaches, we offer many opportunities
to experience God anew!

DAILY MASS:
Monday, Wednesday 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday: 5:30 p.m.

WEEKEND MASS:
Saturday: 5:00 p.m.
Sunday: 10:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m., 9:00 p.m.

RECONCILIATION:
Monday, Wednesday: 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday: 4:30 p.m.
Saturday: 4:00 p.m.

NIGHT OF WORSHIP HOLY HOUR:
Monday: 9:00 pm
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
visit: www.sttoms.com, Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/bgsucatholic,
or download our free smartphone app:
“St. Thomas More Catholic-BGSU.”

First United Methodist Church
W E L C O M E S

T O

Your Home Away From Home!

LUTHERAN CHURCH
ur
Yo ture
c
pi ere
h

A Place for You

Y O U

www.stmarksbg.org

315 South College, Bowling Green

419-353-9305
— SERVICES HELD —

Saturday evenings at 5:00 pm
and Sunday mornings at 8:30 am and 11:00 am

C O F F E E A N D D O N U T F E L LO W S H I P
H E L D S U N D AY M O R N I N G S AT 9:30 A M

Sunday Worship
10:00 am
Fall Schedule Begins after Labor Day
8:45 am Praise Service
10:00 am All Ages Faith Formation
11:00 am Traditional Service with Choir
Join a small group, sing in the choir, serve in
missions or be “adopted” by one of our church
families through our Adopt-A-Student program!
Across Wooster Street from the Stroh Center
1526 East Wooster St. | Bowling Green
419-353-0682

Check us out on Facebook for more information:
Facebook.com/FUMCBG
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Mayoral candidates debate
Watch a video of the debate online at BGNews.com

FREE
FREE
FREE

– ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES –

Schedule Your FREE Senior Portrait Now!
October 28, 29, 30
Room 208, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Schedule your appointment now at www.myseniorportrait.com

FREE
FREE
FREE
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UPCOMINGGAMES
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29
Women’s Soccer:
@ Eastern Michigan | 3pm

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30
Women’s Swimming:
@ Toledo | 5pm
Men’s Soccer:
@Bufalo | 7pm
Volleyball:
Vs. Kent State | 7pm

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
Women’s Cross Country:
Vs. MAC Championship
in Akron | 11am
Men’s Cross Country:
Vs. MAC Championship
in Akron | 11am
Volleyball:
Vs. Ohio | 5pm

Hockey:
@ Alaska Anchorage | 6:07pm

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25
PHOTO BY ERIC BURGASSER

Freshman forward Tate Robertson advances the ball in a match earlier this season. Robertson scored his irst goal against Wright State.

Falcons score two late goals in away win
By Zane Miller
Sports Reporter
The Bowling Green men’s soccer team defeated the Wright State Raiders 3-2 on Tuesday
night, on the strength of two goals scored in
the final 15 minutes of the match.
Wright State led 2-1 going into the second half,
until sophomore forward Keaton Reynolds
scored his first collegiate goal at the 74:48
mark to knot up the match 2-2, getting assists
from junior midfielder Max Auden and junior
defender Danny Shea, who recorded his first
collegiate assist.
“We just kept pressing,” Head coach Eric
Nichols said. “Going down is tough on the
road, but the guys just kept pressing and kept
playing through tough conditions and we got
enough on frame to where we could get some-

thing.”
Robertson to break out, even as a freshman.
The Falcons would not have to wait much
“Tate’s really good and in my opinion,
longer for the eventual game
he needs to be scoring more,”
winning goal, with freshman
Nichols said. “It doesn’t surprise
forward Tate Robertson scorme at all. It’s a really good class,
ing at 80:20 to earn his first
both the freshmen and sophocollegiate goal, as well as give
mores, so we have a lot of balthe team a 3-2 lead, which they
ance on our team.”
would not relinquish. Senior
Although the team has won
midfielder Ryan James assistthe last two matches after losing
.
ed on the game winning goal.
three out of four on their previ“I’ve been working hard to - Tate Robertson,
ous road trip, they feel that the
get that first goal,” Robertson Freshman Forward
offense has produced the same
said. “Whatever I can do to
through the high and low points.
help the team, to help them
“I thought we were doing
win, is my main goal, so it feels good to push pretty well before,” Nichols said. “We were
the team on to a W.”
just doing some very small things better and
The team has also been expecting for the margin between winning and losing is so

“I’ve been
working really
hard to get
that irst goal ”

Women’s Soccer:
Vs. Quarterinals
in Campus Site | TBA

Hockey:
@ Alaska Anchorage | 6:07pm

tight.”
The first Falcon goal of the match was
scored by junior defender/midfielder Jacob
Roth, who scored on a diving header at the
38:43 mark in the first half to make it a 1-1 tie
game, getting an assist from junior midfielder
Joe Sullivan. It was Roth’s third consecutive
goal in as many matches, as well as his fourth
in five matches.
“Any time you score, it’s all about the team,”
Roth said. “Sullivan played a great ball in, and
I just sold out and ended up heading it into
the net.”
With the win, the Falcons now have a winning record, standing at 8-7-1 but still mired in
fifth in the Mid-American Conference. Wright
State falls to 9-5-1 with the loss, but remain in
third place in the Horizon League.

SPORTS
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Week nine. Photo Editor,
Eric Burgasser looks to
continue his dominance
as the rest of the editors
try and improve their own
records.

Annie Furia

Aaron Parker

Michael Gragg

Michele Mathis

Eric Burgasser

Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

Design Editor

Managing Editor

Photo Editor

Ay Ziggy Falcons roll
along and all that good
stuff.

We don’t pick against
Bowling Green if you
haven’t noticed

The only game I can get
right.

Get ‘em boys... Literally.

No worries on this one.

BG 200, OHIO 0

BG 53, OHIO 17

BG 45, OHIO 10

BG 616, OHIO 73

BG 44, OHIO 14

Rain vs. heat

Oregon’s uniforms are
sick.

It’s honestly only because
more people have picked
Oregon.

Oregon, the state where
20 years old go to retire.

ASU 12, ORE 19

ASU 21, ORE 31

ASU 35, ORE 24

Isn’t Oregon the home
of the ducks? Quack
away.

The REAL Miami is in
Ohio.

Duke is strictly basketall. This is known.

I’ve taken too many risks
In remembrance of
this year but to get out of last Cam... Duke Nation!
place I need to take more.

Duke has a football
team?

Even

DUKE 34, MIA 24

DUKE 17, MIA 28

DUKE 17, MIA 24

DUKE 700, MIA 56

DUKE 35, MIA 16

No. 21 Temple
vs. Notre Dame

This sounds like a
fight between two
churches.

I had no idea Temple
was undefeated.

A one loss team should be
able to make the playoff. And
Notre Dame knows that.

This just reminds me of
temple of doom... Good
movie.

A Temple win would make
for a great story but it’s not
going to happen.

TEM 19, ND 38

TEM 24, ND 31

TEM 20, ND 21

TEM 919, ND 50

TEM 20, ND 41

I’ve gone on
vacation in North
Carolina a few times.

We have Duke and UNC
in the same week? Is it
basketball season yet?

No matter what games in
this spot I lose. I have to be
due for a good week soon.

Pittsburgh reminds me
of an armpit... So go
North Carolina!

North Carolina has a
football team?

PITT 23, UNC 42

PITT 35, UNC 21

PITT 20, UNC 13

PITT 4, UNC 670

PITT 32, UNC 28

26-14

27-13

21-19

24-16

29-11

BG vs.
Ohio
Bowling Green - NA

Arizona State
vs. Oregon
Arizona State - 2.5

Duke
vs. Miami

Notre Dame - 10

No. 23 Pitt vs.
North Carolina
North Carolina - 3

Overall record

ASU 414, ORE 8

ASU 28, ORE 51

Womens soccer prepare to close regular season
By Evan Hayes
Sports Reporter
The Bowling Green State University Women’s
Soccer team will look to end their season on
a high note as they prepare for their final
match this Thursday against Eastern Michigan
University. While they will not be competing
for an appearance in the MAC tournament, the
team will look to make a statement about their
season and snap their six game losing streak.
“We have one last opportunity to compete
as a team and another opportunity to move
our program forward,” head coach Lindsay
Basalyga said. “It’s disappointing that we don’t
have a MAC tournament appearance to play
for, but this game holds a lot of value in who
we are becoming and who we want to be in

the future.”
importantly, they have set the stage for our
The Falcons sit at 6-11-1 and 2-8-0 in con- culture. We have one last opportunity to really
ference coming off this past
compete.”
Sunday’s 2-1 loss to Western
Redshirt Junior and coMichigan, a record that will
captain Lauren Cadel has
not afford them a postseason
been impressive this seaappearance. But winning has
son, leading the MAC with
never been the ultimate goal
105 saves while recording
for the young BG team, which
two shutouts and movhas shown steady improveing into second place in
ment over the past three years
school history with 360 total
under Basalyga.
saves. Redshirt freshman
- Lindsay Basalyga,
“We just have to keep comErica Hubert has paced the
Head Coach
peting,” Basalyga said. “They
Falcons with seven goals and
have certainly moved the socfifteen total points, while
cer along with how we want to play on the sophomore Mikaela Couch and senior co-capattacking side of the ball and how we want tain Hayley Parkinson are tied for the team
to play on the defensive side of the ball. More lead with four assists each.

“We have one
last opportunity
to compete as a
team ...”

BG will be looking for their first win on
the road since September 11th. The team has
been much better at home this season than on
the road, holding a 5-5-0 record at Cochrane
Stadium as opposed to their 1-6-1 record on
the road.
The past three years for the Falcons have
shown great improvement since Basalyga took
over, and the team has focused on improving
and getting better each and every year, all the
while trusting the process.
“This is our last game as this family, as this
unit, and once that game is over this process
with this group is over. So they have an opportunity to move our process along.”
The Falcons final game of the season will
take place on Thursday at Eastern Michigan
at 3p.m.

NEWS
Role of Student Afairs topic at USG
By Alyssa Alfano
Copy Chief
The role of student a f fa irs a nd new
deg ree prog ra ms at t he Universit y
were some of the topics discussed at
t h is week’s Underg raduate St udent
Government meeting.
Sidney Childs, interim vice president
of Student Affairs, spoke to the members
of USG.
Childs discussed several topics related
to student affairs on campus, including
goals for student affairs on campus and
the role that Student Affairs plays among
University students.
“At the end of the day, our job is to make
sure the students feel connected here at
the university,” Childs said when discussing the Division of Student Affairs.
The Division of Student Affairs works to
keep students connect and to find ways to
keep students engaged on campus.
In addition to working with current students, Student Affairs also tries to connect

with alumni and to keep them engaged on being involved and engaged on campus
campus after graduation.
and the University now has three more
Childs said that the division would to offer.
like to have some ty pe of program or difThe three new programs are a master of
ferent activities to keep alumni engaged science and forensic science, a bachelor of
on campus.
arts in biology and a bachelor of science in
“We are also looking at our
allied health.
partnerships across the diviStudent will be able to
sion in terms of how we partenroll in these for fall of 2016.
ner more with our academic
Students also had a chance
affairs folks,” said Childs.
to get engaged in the commuChilds said the partnernity this past Thursday durships might help to make
ing the mayoral debate.
.
sure that the programs, iniUSG, The BG News, BG
tiatives and efforts that the
Votes and the Andrew
- Sidney Childs,
division is utilizing are helpGoodman foundation hosted
Interim Vice President a debate this past weekend in
ing to engage students.
Childs also said Student of Student Afairs
honor of the mayoral debate
Affairs would like to utilize
happening in Bowling Green.
technology, such as apps for phones, to
“It’s really just providing the students
reach more students.
the opportunity to hear about these imporConnecting and engaging students on tant issues and to hear the candidates talk
campus goes beyond just Student Affairs.
about what they want to do for Bowling
The degrees and programs that the Green as a city,” said Danielle Parker, vice
University offers contributes to students president of USG.
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

“Our job is to

make sure the
students feel
connected ”

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Did you know?
On January 16, 1950 the first Freddie
Falcon, Bob Taylor, appeared at the
BGSU-Ohio basketball game. The
first female mascot, Frieda, appeared in 1980.

2015
I have a pet, and want to
keep it in the house.
ANY PET FRIENDLY
PLACES TO LIVE?

,

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 18

Find
Fi
d a Place
Pl
to
t Call
C ll Home
H
(1 Bedrooms, Houses & Mini Storage Available)

Olscamp Hall, Room 101
10am – 2pm
Meet local property managers, rental agencies,
and campus/community resources.

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

FOR ANSWERS, CONTACT
XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXX XXXXX
419-372-2843
XXXXXXX XXXXX
XXXX XXX XXXX XX
offcampus@bgsu.edu
XXXXX XXX XXXXXXX
XXX PAGE XX
www.bgsu.edu/offcampus

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

ia

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

Now Rentin

g

2016-2017
School Year

XXXXX
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CLOSE
TO CAMPUS

Greenbriar Inc.
BEST SELECTION OF

Houses & Apartments

FOLKLORE FRIDAYS

Enterprise Square

334 N Main

Frazee Avenue Apts

425 E Cout Street

Bentwood Estates

501 Pike

Campbell Hill Apts

Historic Millikin

Fall 2016 Leasing
Begins Nov. 2, 2015

Wood County Historical Museum

OCTOBER 23 ~ and ~ 30
IT’

“ H O W LS A
ING”
G

OOD TI
ME

Call for
Deposit Specials
419-352-0717 Best of

BG

MUST RSVP
419-352-0967
90-minute tours start at

7:00, 8:00, & 9:00
XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXX XXXXX
Wooded Trail
XXXXXXX XXXXXCemetery
XXXX• Asylum
XXX •XXXX
XX • Dress to walk outdoors
$10/person • $8 with student ID
XXXXX XXX XXXXXXX
XXX
PAGE
XX• Bowling Green
13660 County Home Road
f woodcountyhistory • woodcountyhistory.org

BEST OF BG 2015
Voted Best Landlord

Greenbriar Inc. | 445 E. Wooster

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN Social justice and pizza
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON
CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS.

URGE Ohio meets to teach students about sex education

The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during “Snow Emergencies.” A “Snow Emergency” can be declared if snow, ice, or sleet is forecast,
and in any case will automatically become effective without a declaration when the snow depth
reaches two inches (2”).
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration
will contain the effective time of the emergency. If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a
Snow Emergency having been declared, the police desk will be able to advise the official time at
which snow reached the two inch depth.
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., motorists
have two hours in which to remove their vehicles from the designated streets.
If the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., motorists
have until 9:00 a.m. to remove their vehicles from the designated streets.
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation of the regulations are subject to
being towed at owner expense.
If a particularly bad storm is forecast, additional streets may be designated in the declaration of emergency. If this should happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media
and to post temporary “NO PARKING” signs.
The designated streets are called “SNOW STREETS” and are printed below. “SNOW
STREET” signs have been erected on snow streets. It is pointed out, however, that the absence of
signs will not relieve motorists of responsibility for improper parking.
Although the City will make every effort to inform the public of the existence of probable
development of weather conditions requiring removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still responsible for determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their
vehicles if required by the regulations.

FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:
NORTH-SOUTH
STREETS
Buttonwood AvenueWest Wooster Street to
Sand Ridge Road
Church Street- Sand
Ridge Road to Clay
Street
Enterprise Street- Poe
Road to Palmer Ave.
Grove Street- Poe Road
to Sand Ridge Road
Lafayette BoulevardEntire length
Larchwood Drive- Entire
length
Maple StreetConneaut Ave. to Sand
Ridge Road
Martindale RoadWooster Street to
Melrose Street

Mercer Road- Scott
Hamilton to South
Terminus
Prospect StreetNapoleon Road to East
Poe Road
Summit Street- Poe
Road to Napolean
Road
Stonegate BoulevardWest Wooster Street to
Sheffield Drive
Tamarac Lane- Entire
Length
Wintergarden RoadConneaut to
Poe Road

EAST-WEST STREETS
Clay Street- North Main Street to
North Grove Street
Clough Street- South Main Street to
eastern terminus in Stadium View Apt. complex
Conneaut Avenue- North Grove Street
to Mitchell Road
Court Street- North Grove Street to
Thurstin Avenue
Fourth Street- South College to eastern terminus
Lehman Avenue- Entire Length
East Merry Avenue- Thurstin Avenue
to North College
Scott Hamilton- Bentwood to Campbell Hill Road
Sheffield Drive- West End to Wintergarden Road
Wallace Avenue-North Grove to Haskins Road
West Wooster Street- Church Street to Western
Corporation Limits.
Wren Road-Entire Length

Become a fan on Facebook
www.facebook.com/bgviews

Follow us on Twitter
@The_BG_News

CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Alberta Circle
Arlington Court
Boone Court
Brownwood Court
Brownwood Drive
Carol Road
Charles Street
Cherry Hill Drive
Clark Street
Clearwater Circle
Cobblestone Lane
Country Club Drive
Dakota Court
Devonshire Street
Dogwood Court
Erie Court
Ferndale Avenue
Hamilton Court

Hickory Court
Hunter Court
Jacqueline Place
John Court
Keil Court
Lelanford Circle
Madison Court
Manitoba Drive
Melrose Court
Monroe Court
Oakwood Court
Partridge Lane
Peachtree Court
Picardie Court
Ranch Court
Reeves Court
Robin Court

Rosewood Court
Saint Annes Court
Sawgrass Court
Short Circle
Sunrise Drive
Timber Ridge Drive
Touraine Avenue
Tree Top Place
Turnberry Court
Vale Court
Valleyview Drive
Van Buren Court
Victory Lane
Warbler Court

I am here
because
my mother
chose...

Life
T H A N K S

M O M !

For help: Text 567.331.0754
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FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS!
Today & Tomorrow
Room 208,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Don’t Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo
in the 2016 KEY Senior Magazine to be published in April
XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXX XXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXX XXXX
XXXX
You’ll receive
four XXX
poses
to XX
select prints if you choose.
XXXXX
XXX PAGE
XXat www.myseniorportrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
MakeXXX
an XXXXXXX
appointment
online
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DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

Help Wanted
FT or PT opportunity for Project
Manager of concrete resurfacing
company 419-332-7400 or
johngflorio@gmail.com

If

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23

FT or PT Prospector. Some
computer skills required. Pay
negotiable. 419-332-7400 or
johngflorio@gmail.com
Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net
Seeking energentic person to assit 3 male individuals with developmental disabilities in their home
& activities located in BG. Hours
wkds only 8p-8a & 8a-8p. Requirements 18 or older with
HS diploma and/or GED.
Please submit email of interest at
messiahhelpinghands@
gmail.com

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
36
39
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

For Sale
Refried News for a
Half-Baked World
Rocky Mountain Satire & Humor
From a BGSU Graduate
www.sanjuanhorsehoe.com
Kevin Haley, alumnae 1971

163 S. MAIN
419.353.2277

For Rent

www.sambs.com

Available Now & Renting for
16-17 SY. Over 3 allowed on
lease. Apartments & rooms as
low as $250/mo. cartyrentals.com
353-0325

WE DELIVER.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3 M-F
www.BGApartments.com
Shamrock Studios
Now leasing for Spring Semester
and beyond. Rent Starts at $445
and includes all utilities, cable,
furnished, and WiFi.
Cats allowed. Call 354-0070.
ShamrockBG.com

18
19
20
22
24
25
26
30
34
35
37
38
40

“¿Qué __?”
Reproductive cell
Takes back to
Goldilocks complaint
Protein-rich bean
Blood __
Unburden
Anticipatory times
More than adequately
Swaying walk
Art museum works, usually
Increase
47 Absentee
Pro and mini
48 Sci-fi author/editor
Business VIP
del Rey
Architectural projec49 Fills with cargo
tion
50 Division symbols
Colorado tributary
51 Neopagan gathering
State as accurate
53 Nepal currency
Bar __
54 Big name in air condiPetulance
tioning
Help
55 Everything but the
Yosemite grazer
liquor
Stadium in St. Pete,
60 Word associated with
with “The”
a light bulb
Landscaping shrubs
61 Echolocation user
Obi, e.g.
“Pure, stripped down” 62 Steaming state
genre, per Tommy
Ramone
Climber’s refuge
Choice array
“__ Got Tonight”: 1983
hit duet

*It offers an ocean view
41
*Hardware insertion point
43
*Sci-fi shortcut
45
Chevy subcompact
41 *Orca feature
Salad bar morsel
42 Terrible
Domingo forte
44 F1 neighbor
Spectator sport since the Edo
45 Makers of wood pulp nests
period
46 Quick round ... and, collecAlpine air
tively, what the answers to
Checker, e.g.
starred clues lack
“What an exhausting day!”
49 Gets in one’s sights, with “to”
Pounding tools
52 Backslides
Veto
56 Cancels the launch
Clay, nowadays
57 Fasten
Handy assortment
58 “Whip It” rockers
“Terribly strange” age in Simon & 59 Order outfit
Garfunkel’s “Old Friends”
63 __ on the back
ICU connections
64 Monthly pmt.
Medical unit
65 Midway alternative
“__ you finished?”
66 Choice array
*Means of evasion
67 *Geologic danger
*Stephen Hawking subject
68 *Serengeti gathering place
69 *Home security device

Check us out online at:

www.bgnews.com
2015 FALCON FOOTBALL

FALCONS VS. OHIO
4, 8:00 P.M. • #MACtion
XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXXNOVEMBER
XXXXX
ATTN. STUDENTS: VISIT BGSUFALCONS.COM/STUDENTTICKETS
XXXXXXX XXXXX XXXX XXX XXXX XX
TO CLAIM YOUR FREE TICKET!
XXXXX XXX XXXXXXX XXX PAGE XX
877.BGSU.TICKET | #MAKEHISTORYNOW | BGSUFALCONS.COM

